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Polyoxometalate (POM) clusters constitute a wide and varied
family of structures formed by condensation reactions of
metal oxide anions of early transition metals, for example, V,
Mo, and W, in high oxidation states.[1] Their size can vary from
sub-nanoscale to protein-sized clusters,[2] and their interesting
electronic and molecular properties[3] have led to many
potential applications for POMs, in areas as diverse as
catalysis,[3, 4] medicine,[1] and materials science.[5]

One of the most interesting aspects of POM chemistry lies
with the fact that the clusters can be viewed as transferable
building blocks or synthons,[6a] the controlled assembly of
which is desirable in order to synthesize novel architectures
with functionality. However, despite the increasingly inten-
sive research in this area, understanding of the complex
formation mechanisms and self-assembly processes which
govern POM structure formation remains limited.[6] In
practice, this lack of understanding leads to experimentation
where manipulation of reaction parameters in the commonly
used “one-pot” POM syntheses often leads to the formation
of new POM structures, albeit by a somewhat serendipitous
approach.[2]

For example, in the area of organic–inorganic POM
hybrid compounds, although solid-state investigations using
tris(alkoxo) ligands with POMs have been carried out, that is,
using Anderson,[7, 8] Lindqvist,[9] and Dawson[5a, 10] structural
types, along with investigations of other POM architec-
tures,[11–13] there has been very little research into the self-
assembly processes which govern the formation of these
structures in solution. In particular, the use of mass spec-
trometry (MS) to aid elucidation of the rearrangements and
aggregation processes involved has, so far, been neglected.
Thus, there is a clear and urgent need to develop approaches
to bridge the gap[14, 15] between solid-state and solution studies
so that the key features of the self-assembly mechanisms of
polyoxometalate clusters can be revealed.

Herein, the use of electrospray ionization mass spectrom-
etry (ESI-MS) has allowed real-time, “in-solution” monitor-
ing of the formation of a complex, organic–inorganic POM
hybrid system. The reaction system chosen for investigation
was found by Hasenknopf and co-workers[7b] and involves the
rearrangement of [a-Mo8O26]

4�, coordination of MnIII, and
coordination of two tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane mol-
ecules (TRIS), to form the symmetrical Mn-Anderson cluster
((n-C4H9)4N)3[MnMo6O18((OCH2)3CNH2)2] (1; also written
as TBA3[MnMo6O18((OCH2)3CNH2)2]; Figure 1). This work
builds upon our earlier studies of using mass spectrometry to

investigate a simpler reaction system, wherein the for-
mation of the silver-linked b-octamolybdate structure
((n-C4H9)4N)2n[Ag2Mo8O26]n was investigated.[16]

The reaction system forming POM hybrid 1 was selected
for investigation for a number of reasons. First, it presents a
conveniently accessible, complex cluster rearrangement form-
ing an organic–inorganic POM hybrid structure. Also, as such
organic–inorganic POM hybrids can be used as synthons in
the design of nanoscale hybrid POM architectures, increasing
our knowledge of the aggregation processes which form such
building blocks will make the field of nanoscale functional
materials more accessible for further exploration. Moreover,
this reaction takes place in acetonitrile solution which is a
volatile, moderately polar solvent suitable for use in MS
investigations and which usually provides MS data of
polyoxometalates with a good signal-to-noise ratio and

Figure 1. Illustration to visualize the prominent, intermediate fragment
ions identified in this study (labeled b–f), which are involved in the
rearrangement of the [a-Mo8O26]

4� anion (labeled a), into the sym-
metrical Mn-Anderson anion [MnMo6O18((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

3� of 1 (la-
beled g).[7b] Structures (b–f) (formal representations based on crystallo-
graphic data[7b] are shown here) represent the following fragment ions
identified in these ESI-MS investigations: b) [Mo4O13TBA]� ,
c) [Mo2O7H]� , d) [Mo3O10TBA]� , e) [Mo2O5 ((OCH2)3CNH2)]

� ,
f) [MnIIIMo3O8((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

� . Color scheme: Mo green polyhedra,
Mn orange polyhedra, O red, N blue, C gray spheres. H atoms are
omitted for clarity.
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reliable transmission of ions which reflect their relative
concentrations in solution.[15–17]

The speciation and fragment rearrangements were inves-
tigated as follows. Tetrabutylammonium a-octamolybdate,
((n-C4H9)4N)4[a-Mo8O26], manganese(III) acetate, and TRIS
were suspended in acetonitrile solution and stirred at room
temperature for approximately 15 minutes, before heating at
reflux at 80 8C for approximately 30 h. Aliquots were
removed at noted time intervals throughout the reaction,
diluted with acetonitrile, and analyzed using ESI-MS (the
parameters for which were consistent throughout all runs).
The first spectrum was recorded after the reaction solution
had been stirred at room temperature for 13 minutes. This
spectrum is dominated by peaks which can be assigned to
isopolyoxomolybdate fragments of the rearranging [a-
Mo8O26]

4� anion (Figure 2 and Table S2 in the Supporting
Information) and contains the ion series:
1) [Hm�2MomO3m]� where m = 2 or 3
2) [MomO3m+1]

2� where m = 4 or 5
3) [NanH1�nMomO3m+1]

� where m = 3 or 4 and n = 0 or 1
4) [H2MnIIMomO3m+1]

� where m = 3 or 4
5) [MomO3m+1TBA1]

� where m = 3–5
6) [Mo8O26TBA3�nNan]

� where n = 0–2

The dominance of these isopolyoxomolybdate fragments
indicates that the [a-Mo8O26]

4� anion rearranges into these
smaller fragment ions prior to further coordination with the
Mn cations and TRIS groups. Indeed the first indications of
this further coordination are illustrated by the presence of
very low intensity peaks corresponding to fragments contain-
ing TRIS groups and manganese cations, for example,
[Mo2O5((OCH2)3 CNH2)]� (m/z 387.8), and [MnIIIMo3O8-
((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

� (m/z 706.7; Table S2 in the Supporting
Information).

The spectrum recorded after the reaction mixture had
been heated at reflux for approximately 7 h (Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information) can be seen to have increased in
complexity. The dominant peaks are now assigned to a wide
variety of fragments: polyoxomolybdate fragments coordi-
nated to Mn cations, for example, [MnIIMoVIMoVO7]

� (peak
at m/z 358.7); polyoxomolybdate fragments coordinated to
TRIS, for example, [Mo2O5((OCH2)CNH2)]� (peak at m/z
389.8); and fragments of the product cluster 1, for example,
[MnIIIMo3O8((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

� (peak at m/z 706.7).
The ion series identified at this point in the reaction are:

1) [Hm�2MomO3m]� where m = 2 or 3
2) [HMomO3m+1]

� where m = 2 or 3
3) [HMnIIMomO3m+2]

� where m = 2 or 3
4) [MomO3m�1((OCH2)3CNH2)]� where m = 2 or 3
5) [Mn(n+2)+Mo3O9+n((OCH2)3CNH2)H]� where n = 0 or 1
6) [MnIIIMomO3m�1((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

� where m = 2–5
7) [MnIIIMo6O18((OCH2)3CNH2)2TBA2�nHn]

�

where n = 0 or 1
8) [MomO3m+1TBA1]

� where m = 3 or 4

The complexity and ion series observed in this spectrum
remains observable through to the final spectrum recorded
after the reaction mixture had been heated at reflux for
approximately 30 h (see Figures 3 and 4 and Table S3 in the

Supporting Information). It is interesting to note at this point
the presence of MnII ions, particularly in the smaller m/z
fragment ions, and mixed-oxidation-state species where
molybdenum is found to exist in oxidation states IV, V, and
VI. Observation of molybdenum and manganese centers in
reduced oxidation states is not entirely unexpected as they are
a consequence of the high voltages utilized in the mass
spectrometry ion-transfer process.[18] Also the singly reduced
molybdate species [MoVO3]

� and the corresponding singly
reduced tungstate species [WVO6]

� have been observed in

Figure 2. ESI mass spectrum collected from the reaction solution of 1,
recorded after it had been stirred at room temperature for 13 minutes.
The spectrum is dominated by isopolyoxomolybdate fragment peaks.
Of particular note is that the two major peaks in this spectrum, at m/z
614.6 (the base peak) and 833.8, are attributed to the species
[Mo4O13Na]� and [Mo4O13TBA]� , respectively, that is, half of the parent
(Mo8O26)

4� cluster anion. Some of the intermediate, prominent frag-
ment ions shown in Figure 1 (formal representations based on
crystallographic data[7b]) are also shown here and are labeled similarly.
Color scheme as in Figure 1.

Figure 3. ESI mass spectrum collected from the reaction solution of 1,
recorded after it had been heated at reflux (80 8C) for approximately
30 h. Some of the intermediate, prominent fragment ions shown in
Figure 1 (formal representations based on crystallographic data[7b]) are
also shown here and are labeled similarly. Color scheme as in Figure 1.
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previous studies,[19] along with mixed-oxidation-state frag-
ments of polyoxomolybdate ions.[20a, 16] Mixed-oxidation-state
fragments of polyoxochromate systems have also been
identified in solutions previously during the course of ESI-
MS studies.[20b]

Of paramount importance herein is that further informa-
tion, about the rearrangement processes taking place in
solution from [a-Mo8O26]

4� to the formation of the product
cluster anion [MnMo6O18((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

3�, can be reliably
extracted from the ESI-MS data by monitoring the reaction as
a function of time. This is because, by plotting the intensities
of the peaks assigned against the time of MS sampling, we can
build up a qualitative picture of how the concentration of
various species in solution varies over the time of reaction.
This approach was used successfully in our earlier investiga-
tions into the rearrangements of the molybdenum-Lindqvist
cluster [Mo6O19]

2� in the presence of silver(II) cations,
into the silver-linked b-octamolybdate structure
((n-C4H9)4N)2n[Ag2Mo8O26]n,

[16] and also in our work on
Dawson-based clusters.[21] The Dawson-based work is impor-
tant since it demonstrates the possibility to directly correlate
the concentration of the transmitted intermediate and
product ion species in the gas phase with the parent species
in solution.[21] Similarly here, it is important to note that the
intensity growth of the product-related peaks and the
intensity decrease of the reactant-related species are corre-
lated, and we were able to prove that some intermediates are
“intrinsic” to the reaction mechanism as a result of in situ
collision studies.

Therefore, through the use of this qualitative approach it
can be observed that both the intensity of the [Mo8O26TBA3]

�

peak (at m/z 1911.0) and the [Mo4O13TBA]� peak (at m/z
833.8) decrease exponentially (i.e. within approximately
1.5 h) to minimum, constant values (Figures S2 and S3 in
the Supporting Information), whilst the intensity of the

product anion [MnIIIMo6O18((OCH2)3CNH2)2TBA2]
� peak

(at m/z 1640.0) increases at a lower respective rate over the
course of the reaction (Figure S5 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). The decrease in reactant ion peak intensity and the
subsequent increase in product ion peak intensity is not
surprising; however, the difference in speed of decomposition
of the [Mo8O26TBA3]

� ion and formation of the product
[MnIIIMo6O18((OCH2)3CNH2)2TBA2]

� ion suggests the mech-
anism of formation proceeds through further intermediate,
rate-determining steps which then govern the rate of final
product ion formation. It is interesting to note the changes in
intensity of the peaks assigned to the small fragment ions
[Mo2O7H]� (m/z 304.8), [Mo2O5((OCH2)3CNH2)]� (m/z
389.8), [Mo3O10TBA]� (m/z 690.0), and [MnIIIMo3O8-
((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

� (m/z 706.7) over the course of the
reaction. These peaks are prominent throughout all the
spectra taken after a reaction time of 1 h 20 min, and their
intensities, and hence concentrations, are all observed to
increase over reaction time (Figure 4).

These observations, when considered as a whole, are
extremely important in increasing our understanding of the
rearrangement processes taking place in the reaction solution.
First, the exponential decrease in peak intensity of the
[Mo8O26TBA3]

� and the [Mo4O13TBA]� ions could suggest
an initial, rapid decomposition and rearrangement of [a-
Mo8O26]

4� ions through the formation of the [Mo4O13]
2�

cluster species; in other words, [Mo4O13Na1]
� (m/z 614.6,

base peak) and [Mo4O13TBA]� (m/z 833.8), which are half-
fragments of the {a-Mo8} clusters and the most prominent
peaks in the first spectrum recorded (see Figure 2), rearrange
into the smaller, stable dinuclear, [Mo2O7H]� , and trinuclear,
[Mo3O10TBA]� , isopolyoxomolybdate fragments. The con-
comitant increase in peak intensity of these small isopolyox-
omolybdate ions over the time of reaction supports this
proposal. Then the identification of similar dinuclear and

Figure 4. Left: Experimental mass spectra of some prominent small fragment ions observed during ESI-MS monitoring of the reaction solution of
1. The structures shown (formal representations based on crystallographic data[7b]) are useful to indicate the role of these fragments as building
blocks of the “parent” octamolybdate and Mn-Anderson-TRIS clusters. Color scheme as in Figure 1. H atoms are omitted for clarity. Right:
Graphs showing the general trends of increasing peak intensity of these prominent small fragment ions over time, observed during ESI-MS
monitoring of reaction solution of 1 over approximately 30 h. Lines of best fit are shown as a guide for the eye only. Intensity in number of
counts.
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trinuclear molybdate fragments possessing further coordina-
tion with TRIS and manganese ions—[Mo2O5-
((OCH2)3CNH2)]� and [MnIIIMo3O8((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

�—
and their concentrations which also increase over the time
of reaction, suggest subsequent coordination of these building
blocks with TRIS, manganese ions, and further molybdate
anionic units, hence building-up the final Mn-Anderson-TRIS
product ion. An illustration of these decomposition, then
product self-assembly steps, involving these small, interme-
diary fragment ions is shown in Figure 1.

It is also important to note here that the peak assignments
of these small fragment ions, as well as the suggestion that
they could act as intermediates in the formation of the full
Mn-Anderson-TRIS cluster, are further supported by pre-
vious solid-state studies in which rearrangement of [a-
Mo8O26]

4� clusters into small, stable fragment ions such as
[Mo2O7H]� has been investigated,[6b,22] and similar bi- and
tri(oxomolybdate) anions coordinated to tris(alkoxo) ligands
have been isolated and characterized using single-crystal X-
ray diffraction.[12]

Another noticeable feature of the MS data of this reaction
system is the increasing prominence of the peaks attributed to
[Mo3O10TBA]� (m/z 690.0) and [MnIIIMo3O8-
((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

� (m/z 706.7) as the reaction proceeds.
Indeed in the final spectrum, recorded after approximately
30 h of heating at reflux, the [Mo3O10TBA]� (m/z 690.0) peak
is the base peak, with the [MnIIIMo3O8((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

�

(m/z 706.7) peak at only slightly lower intensity (see
Figure 3).

In an effort to confirm that the aforementioned species
are intermediate products of the reaction mechanism and not
products of the final product�s fragmentation during the
course of the MS studies, we isolated [MnIIIMo3O8-
((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

� (peak at m/z 706.7) and [MnIIIMo6O18-
((OCH2)3CNH2)2TBA2]

� (peak at m/z 1640.0) by trapping the
species and we studied their behavior individually as a
function of the applied collision energy. As we expected, the
final product [MnIIIMo6O18((OCH2)3CNH2)2TBA2]

� (peak at
m/z 1640.0) fragmented only after considerable increase of
the collision energy at a value of 30 eV (Figure S6 in the
Supporting Information). Furthermore, using a similar
approach in the case of [MnIIIMo3O8((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

�

(m/z 706.7) proved that the species retained their integrity
at the collision energies (10 eV) we used during the course of
the actual studies. Additionally the species fragmented only
when the collision energy reached a value of 20 eV (Figure S7
in the Supporting Information). All the above-mentioned
data indicate that the species [Mo3O10TBA]� (m/z 690.0) and
[MnIIIMo3O8((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

� (m/z 706.7) which exist in the
final reaction mixture are equilibrium intermediates and
consequently part of the formation mechanism and not
fragmentation products. An explanation for this, as suggested
in a study by Zubieta and Khan[12c] as well as by M�ller
et al. ,[13] is that correlation of the tripodal geometry of the
TRIS ligand with the {Mo3} anionic units, and the ability of the
organic ligand to reduce the charge density of this building
block unit, both act to lend greater stability to these
trimolybdate-centered equilibrium species.

In summary, we have for the first time utilized the
technique of ESI-MS to monitor the real-time, “in-solution”
formation of a complex organic–inorganic POM hybrid
system. The system chosen for study involved the rearrange-
ment of [a-Mo8O26]

4�, coordination of MnIII, and coordination
of two TRIS molecules to form the symmetrical Mn-
Anderson cluster ((n-C4H9)4N)3[MnMo6O18((OCH2)3-
CNH2)2] (1). Through assignment of the fragment ions
observed in the ESI mass spectra of the reaction solution of
1, and by noting the changes in peak intensity of prominent
peaks in these spectra over the time of reaction, we have been
able to propose that the rearrangement of [a-Mo8O26]

4�

occurs first through the formation of [Mo4O13]
2� cluster

species (i.e. [Mo4O13Na1]
� (m/z 614.6) and [Mo4O13TBA]�

(m/z 833.8)) which are half-fragments of the {Mo8} clusters
and the most prominent peaks in the first spectrum recorded
(see Figure 2). We propose this is then followed by decom-
position to smaller, stable isopolyoxomolybdate fragment
ions containing just two ([Mo2O7H]�) and three molybdenum
centers ([Mo3O10TBA]�), which subsequently coordinate with
the tripodal TRIS ligands, ([Mo2O5((OCH2)3CNH2)]� m/z
389.8), manganese ions ([MnIIIMo3O8((OCH2)3CNH2)2]

� m/z
706.7), and further molybdate anionic units, to form the final
Mn-Anderson-TRIS cluster [MnIIIMo6O18((OCH2)3CNH2)2

TBA2]
� (1; m/z 1640.0). Additionally, fragmentation studies

of the [MnIIIMo3O8((OCH2)3CNH2)2]
� (m/z 706.7) and

[MnIIIMo6O18((OCH2)3CNH2)2TBA2]
� (peak at m/z 1640.0)

demonstrated the resilience of the aforementioned species
during the course of the actual MS studies while at the same
time confirmed that the trimolybdate-centered species at m/z
690.0 and 706.7 are equilibrium-stable intermediates of the
Mn-Anderson formation mechanism.

In future work we will use real-time mass spectrometry to
study more complex cluster systems, apply this technique to a
wide range of nanomolecular systems to examine the self-
assembly processes governing the formation of the structures,
and develop more robust analytical standards that allow
quantitative analysis.

Experimental Section
The reaction solution of ((n-C4H9)4N)3[MnMo6O18((OCH2)3CNH2)2]
(1) was prepared following the method given by Hasenknopf and co-
workers,[7b] though scaled down by a factor of ten and monitored over
a longer period of time, that is, 30 h rather than 16 h: ((n-C4H9)4N)4-
[a-Mo8O26] (0.80 g, 0.37 mmol), Mn(CH3CO2)3·2H2O (0.15 g,
0.56 mmol), and (HOCH2)3CNH2 (0.16 g, 0.13 mmol) were mixed in
MeCN (15 mL; the stop clock started at this point). This mixture was
stirred for 13 min at room temperature then the first 100 mL aliquot
for MS testing was removed. The mixture was then set up to be heated
at reflux at 80 8C with 100 mL aliquots removed for MS testing
approximately every hour. (We started heating at reflux at 23 min on
the stop clock.)

MS dilutions: Each 100 mL aliquot of reaction solution 1 was
diluted to 10 mL with MeCN. Then 1 mL of this solution was made up
to 5 mL with MeCN for direct injection into the ESI-MS system. All
ESI-MS parameters were consistent throughout all data acquisitions.
(See the Supporting Information for more detail on MS parameters
and data acquisitions.) All MS data was collected using a Q-trap,
time-of-flight MS (MicrOTOF-Q MS) instrument equipped with an
electrospray ionization (ESI) source supplied by Bruker Daltonics
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Ltd. The detector was a time-of-flight, microchannel plate detector
and all data was processed using the Bruker Daltonics Data Analysis
4.0 software, whilst simulated isotope patterns were investigated using
Bruker Isotope Pattern software and Molecular Weight Calculator
6.45.
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